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Abstract

The objectives of this research are to design and fabricate reactor for producing

gas by updraft gasifier. The biomass fuets are obtained from fruit shett. The efficiency of

reactor from heating vatue of producer gas is catcutated by boiting test (WBT), and cost

anatysis is compared with LPG.

The producer gas is consisted of CO; Hz; and CHq with the votume ratios of

15.886%; 1.23296 and 5.240% respectivety. lt was found that the heating vatue of

producing gas was 5.183 MJlNm3. From the test of efficiency of reactor of this research is

about the design and fabrication of reactor for producer gas using downdraft gasifier. The

biomass fuels are obtained from fruit shetl inctuding to catculate the efficienry of

reactor and heating vatue of producer gas using the water boiting test (WBT) and cost

analysis compared with gas LPG.

The resutts showed that producer gas was composed of CO; Hz; and CHq inert

gas which had the votume ratio of 15.886%; 7.23296 and 5.240% respectivety. lt was

found that with the heating vatue of producer gas was 5.183 M,J/Nm3. From the test the

efficiency of reactor from fruit shetl and rambutan wood fuel are 21.42oh and 20.560/6

respectivety. When compared to LPG the resutts showed that the producer gas is

cheaper than LPG with the rate of 217.295 baht. The cost of reactor was 720 baht with

payback period of 3.37 year. It can be conceded that the fabricated reactor is

appropriate for househotds using.


